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Students investigate the role of decomposers in an ecosystem. In order to explore how soil can be different in different
places, students use the Ecosystem Restoration Simulation to investigate the impact of changes in soil on an
ecosystem. Students then synthesize what they learned from the Simulation, from reading Walk in the Woods, and from
observing soil to answer the Investigation Question: Why is the matter that makes up soil different in different places?
Students apply their new understanding to write about why the matter in the soil in the healthy rain forest ecosystem
could be different from the soil in the project area. At the end of the lesson, students return to the Simulation to
investigate what decomposers do with the matter they break down. This lesson serves as an opportunity for students to
solidify their understanding of the relationship between nutrients and decomposers.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: The jaguars, sloths, and cecropia trees in a reforested section of a Costa Rican rain forest are not
growing and thriving.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: When mushrooms are removed from an ecosystem, nutrients disappear and plants look
unhealthy.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Mushrooms take food matter from dead plants, rabbits, foxes, and other mushrooms to
build their bodies.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Decomposers and nutrients are made of matter.

• Decomposers release nutrients from dead plants and animals into the soil.

• Animals, plants, and decomposers grow by changing food molecules into body molecules that can build their
bodies.

• Animals, plants, and decomposers use some food molecules to release energy for movement and growth.
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Students use the Simulation to investigate what happens to the soil and the
organisms in an ecosystem when the nutrients are removed.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reeffer ter to the Ino the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion.

2. S2. Set purpoet purposse fe for inor invveesstigtigating in the Simulation.ating in the Simulation. Let students know that today, they will get more information about
the reasons that soil could be different in different places.

33. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 64, Investigating Soil in the Simulation, in their notebooks.
Review the directions and the questions.

44. O. Orrgganizanize pe pairairs and diss and distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students.

55. Cir. Circulatculate and ase and assissist as needed.t as needed. Halfway through the time you have allotted for the investigation, provide the signal for
pairs to switch "drivers," if they haven’t already.

1
SIM

Simulating Different Soils

2 3 4

Simulating Different Soils
25
MIN

Remember, as ecologists working for Natural Resources Rescue, you are currently investigating why the soil
matter can be different in different places. Figuring out the answer to this question might help you understand
how the soil in the project area is different from the soil in the healthy area of the Costa Rican rain forest.

You have observed that the matter that makes up soil can be different in different places, but we need more
information about what those differences are. You will now investigate these differences by making changes to
the matter in the soil in the Simulation and observing what happens.

• Use the Simulation to investigate why the matter that makes up soil can be different when something changes in
the ecosystem.

• Try making different changes to the soil. Observe what happens to the soil and to the other organisms in the
ecosystem.

• Use the results of your investigation to answer the questions.
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66. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess..

77. P. Prroject the Simulation.oject the Simulation. Go to the Student Apps Page. Let students know they can refer to the Sim that you have
projected as they discuss their ideas.

88. S. Switwitch pch partnerartnerss.. Have students quickly find a partner to talk to that is not the same person they worked with on the
Simulation.

99. Dis. Discuscuss ss studenttudents’ obs’ obsserervvations oations of decf decompoomposserers in the Simulation.s in the Simulation. Ask students the following questions and provide
a minute or so for students to think, discuss with their new partners, and then share their ideas with the class. You may
want to have students come to the front of the room and demonstrate what they did in the Simulation, if it helps them
explain.

Accept all students’ responses. Students may mention removing the water (which they may remember doing in the
previous chapter) or removing the decomposers. Once decomposers are mentioned, ask for a show of hands for
students who removed the decomposers in the Simulation.

Ask students whether they observed anything else happen when the decomposers were removed. [The plants seemed
to stop thriving—they appeared unhealthy.]

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
Think about soil that you have observed in your school yard, near your home, or in another area. What are some ways
you’ve observed that soil in different places can be different? This prompt (on page 63 of the Investigation Notebook)
will help students review the ideas they explored in the previous lesson and connect their everyday experiences with soil
to what they are learning in class. This prompt also provides you with information about students’ initial understanding
of the ways in which the matter in soil can be different in different places.

Rationale

SScienccience Pe Prracticactice: Ine: Invveesstigtigating Sating Soil in the Simulationoil in the Simulation
This investigation in the Simulation is deliberately open-ended to allow students a large degree of independence. Now
that they have experience using the Simulation to investigate questions and test their ideas, students should be ready
to set up investigations in the Simulation for the purpose of gathering evidence that can potentially answer questions.
Note that there are two possible changes that students can make to the Simulation to change the soil: removing water
or removing the decomposers that live in the soil (the mushrooms).

What did you do to make the soil different?

When you removed the decomposers (the mushrooms) from the Sim, what happened to the soil?
[The nutrients disappeared.]
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Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Se Support: Setting Up Inetting Up Invveesstigtigations in the Simulationations in the Simulation
Some of your students might wonder how they can compare soil in different places when all the soil in the Simulation is
the same in any given trial. Ask questions (such as What ways might you be able to vary the soil?) to help students
figure out that they can have one trial represent soil from one place and a second trial represent soil from a second
place. Since students have already come to the conclusion that the water in the soil is not the factor that is causing the
cecropia trees to fail to grow and thrive, they will probably focus on trying to remove the nutrients. Understanding that
removing the decomposers will cause the nutrients to disappear from the soil is a more challenging inference. You may
want to invite students who have not yet tried this to think about what they read in Walk in the Woods about what is
important for healthy soil and make the connection to the organisms in the Simulation.

Background

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Getting Help in the Simulatione: Getting Help in the Simulation
You may wish to point out to students that they can select the question-mark icon on the screen if they are having
trouble figuring out what to do. The help prompt will remind students that they can press on anything in the ecosystem
to remove it, but they will not get specific information about what they should remove.

Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
InInvveesstigtigating Sating Soil in the Simulationoil in the Simulation (page 64)

HoHow did yw did you changou change the se the soil?oil?
I removed the decomposers from the ecosystem.

What happened tWhat happened to the so the soil in the ecoil in the ecoossyyssttem as a rem as a reesult osult of yf your changour changees?s?
When there are no decomposers, there are no nutrients in the soil.

What elsWhat else did ye did you noticou notice as a re as a reesult osult of yf your changour changees?s?
The plants became unhealthy.

BBasased on what yed on what you obou obsserervved in the Simulation, what do yed in the Simulation, what do you think cou think could makould make the se the soil diffoil differerent in one pent in one part oart of the rf the rainain
ffororeesst than in another pt than in another part?art?
Some parts of the rain forest might have more decomposers in soil.

EEccoossyyssttem Rem Reessttororationation SimulationSimulation

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e: Students investigate different ways the matter that makes up soil can be different
in the simulated ecosystem. Students should discover that when they remove decomposers from the ecosystem,
nutrients are removed from the soil. Students might notice that plants and other organisms in the ecosystem become
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unhealthy as a result of removing nutrients from the ecosystem, a phenomenon that will be explored in the next lesson.
Students may also remember from Chapter 2 that they can make the soil different by removing water from the soil,
which results in the eventual death of all the organisms in the ecosystem. However, students are more likely to focus on
removing nutrients from the soil, since they have already concluded that the cecropia trees in the project area have
enough water in the soil.
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The class revisits the Simulation in order to observe what decomposers do with
food matter.

Instructional Guide
1. S1. Set the purpoet the purposse fe for ror reevisiting thevisiting the EEccoossyyssttem Rem Reessttororationation Simulation.Simulation.

2. P2. Prroject the Simulation.oject the Simulation. Go to the Student Apps Page. Make sure that the Simulation is set to its default settings so all
the conditions for a healthy ecosystem are in place and that the matter is visible. Let students know that you’d like them
to observe what happens to the body matter of dead plants, animals, and decomposers after the decomposers take it
in. Ask students where they should direct their attention as they observe. [The mushrooms.]

33. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess. Student. Students obs obsserervve matte matter in the Simulation.er in the Simulation. Distribute one digital device to each pair of
students. Have students observe the Simulation long enough to see the decomposer taking in matter from each of the
different organisms at least once. Have students begin by observing silently. Then, after a few moments, call on
students to describe what is happening to the food matter. [A rabbit (or wolf, plant, or mushroom) died. Then the
mushroom took food matter (the body matter of the dead organism) and added it to its own body matter.]

44. Student. Students obs obsserervve enere energy in the Simulation.gy in the Simulation. Let students know that you’d like them to figure out what happens to the
energy in the food matter (the body matter of dead organisms) when it is broken down by decomposers. Allow students
to observe the energy flow between organisms in the Simulation for a few minutes. Remind them to focus on the
decomposers.

55. Dis. Discuscuss what ss what studenttudents obs obsserervved.ed.

1 2 3

4
SIM

Investigating How
Decomposers Get Food
Molecules

Investigating How
Decomposers Get Food
Molecules

10
MIN

We know that decomposers, such as mushrooms, break down the body matter of dead plants, animals, and
other decomposers and that they add nutrients to the soil. The body matter of these dead organisms becomes
food matter for the decomposers. But what do decomposers do with the matter that they break down?
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Accept answers from many students. [Decomposers use it to add to their own body matter. They use it to grow. They
release energy for movement and growth.]

66. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst tt twwo ro reevisvised ked keey cy conconcepteptss.. Ask students how you could revise two key concepts to include
decomposers. Read aloud both key concepts from Lessons 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.

Accept students’ responses and then read aloud and post the two revised key concepts.

If needed, remind students that matter is made of molecules.

77. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicvicees and cs and conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Let students know that in the next lesson, they will explore ways in
which nutrients can affect the soil.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: De Support: Drraawing Cwing Conclusions About Mattonclusions About Matter and Eer and Enernergygy
It can be helpful to represent information in a variety of ways during teacher-led discussions. For students who may
benefit from organizing information visually, you can create a table on chart paper. Draw a table with three columns and
three rows under the column headings. Leave the first column heading blank. As the second and third column headings,
write “Matter” and “Energy” and leave some space to add key concepts underneath. Invite students to help you write
out the key concepts in each of the main column headings. In the “Matter” column heading, write “grow by changing
food molecules into body molecules that can build their bodies.” In the “Energy” column heading, write “use some food
molecules to release energy for movement and growth.” Next, fill in the row headings. In the first row under the column
headings, write “Animals.” In the second row, write “Plants.” In the third row, write “Decomposers.” Ask students to help
you compare how animals, plants, and decomposers use food with respect to matter and energy. Providing an
additional way to represent this information can help students visually compare organisms in an ecosystem and can
give students a review of the key concepts they have been discussing. This table can also serve as a visible reminder of
what students have been learning.

Based on what you observed, what do you think decomposers do with the matter that they break down?

Animals and plants grow by changing food molecules into body molecules that can build their bodies.

Animals and plants use some food molecules to release energy for movement and growth.

We can now say that animals, plants, and decomposers grow by changing food molecules into body molecules
that can build their bodies.

We can also say that animals, plants, and decomposers use some food molecules to release energy for
movement and growth.

Ecosystem Restoration
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64

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Ecosystem Restoration—Lesson 3.3

Investigating Soil in the Simulation

1. Use the Simulation to investigate why the matter that makes up soil  
can be different when something changes in the ecosystem.

2. Try making different changes to the soil. Observe what happens to  
the soil and to the other organisms in the ecosystem.

3. Use the results of your investigation to answer the questions below.

How did you change the soil?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

What happened to the soil in the ecosystem as a result of your changes?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

What else did you notice as a result of your changes?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Based on what you observed in the Simulation, what do you think could 
make the soil different in one part of the rain forest than in another part?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students use the Simulation to investigate what happens to the soil and the
organisms in an ecosystem when the nutrients are removed.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reeffer ter to the Ino the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion.

2. S2. Set purpoet purposse fe for inor invveesstigtigating in the Simulation.ating in the Simulation. Let students know that today, they will get more information about
the reasons that soil could be different in different places.

33. Intr. Introducoduce note notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to page 64, Investigating Soil in the Simulation, in their notebooks.
Review the directions and the questions.

44. O. Orrgganizanize pe pairairs and diss and distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students.

55. Cir. Circulatculate and ase and assissist as needed.t as needed. Halfway through the time you have allotted for the investigation, provide the signal for
pairs to switch "drivers," if they haven’t already.

1
SIM

Simulating Different Soils

2 3 4

Simulating Different Soils
25
MIN

Recuerden, como ecologistas que trabajan para Rescate de Recursos Naturales, actualmente están investigando
por qué la materia del suelo puede ser diferente en diferentes lugares. Averiguar la respuesta a esta pregunta
podría ayudarles a entender por qué el suelo en el área del proyecto es diferente al suelo en el área saludable del
bosque tropical.

Han observado que la materia que forma el suelo puede ser bastante diferente en diferentes lugares, pero
necesitamos más información sobre cuáles son esas diferencias. Ahora investigarán estas diferencias haciendo
cambios a la materia en el suelo en la Simulación y observando qué sucede.

• Use the Simulation to investigate why the matter that makes up soil can be different when something changes in
the ecosystem.

• Try making different changes to the soil. Observe what happens to the soil and to the other organisms in the
ecosystem.

• Use the results of your investigation to answer the questions.
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66. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess..

77. P. Prroject the Simulation.oject the Simulation. Go to the Student Apps Page. Let students know they can refer to the Sim that you have
projected as they discuss their ideas.

88. S. Switwitch pch partnerartnerss.. Have students quickly find a partner to talk to that is not the same person they worked with on the
Simulation.

99. Dis. Discuscuss ss studenttudents’ obs’ obsserervvations oations of decf decompoomposserers in the Simulation.s in the Simulation. Ask students the following questions and provide
a minute or so for students to think, discuss with their new partners, and then share their ideas with the class. You may
want to have students come to the front of the room and demonstrate what they did in the Simulation, if it helps them
explain.

Accept all students’ responses. Students may mention removing the water (which they may remember doing in the
previous chapter) or removing the decomposers. Once decomposers are mentioned, ask for a show of hands for
students who removed the decomposers in the Simulation.

Ask students whether they observed anything else happen when the decomposers were removed. [The plants seemed
to stop thriving—they appeared unhealthy.]

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
Think about soil that you have observed in your school yard, near your home, or in another area. What are some ways
you’ve observed that soil in different places can be different? This prompt (on page 63 of the Investigation Notebook)
will help students review the ideas they explored in the previous lesson and connect their everyday experiences with soil
to what they are learning in class. This prompt also provides you with information about students’ initial understanding
of the ways in which the matter in soil can be different in different places.

Rationale

SScienccience Pe Prracticactice: Ine: Invveesstigtigating Sating Soil in the Simulationoil in the Simulation
This investigation in the Simulation is deliberately open-ended to allow students a large degree of independence. Now
that they have experience using the Simulation to investigate questions and test their ideas, students should be ready
to set up investigations in the Simulation for the purpose of gathering evidence that can potentially answer questions.
Note that there are two possible changes that students can make to the Simulation to change the soil: removing water
or removing the decomposers that live in the soil (the mushrooms).

¿Qué hicieron ustedes para hacer diferente el suelo?

Cuando eliminaron a los descomponedores (los hongos) de la Simulación, ¿qué le sucedió al suelo?
[Los nutrientes desaparecieron].
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Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Se Support: Setting Up Inetting Up Invveesstigtigations in the Simulationations in the Simulation
Some of your students might wonder how they can compare soil in different places when all the soil in the Simulation is
the same in any given trial. Ask questions (such as What ways might you be able to vary the soil?) to help students
figure out that they can have one trial represent soil from one place and a second trial represent soil from a second
place. Since students have already come to the conclusion that the water in the soil is not the factor that is causing the
cecropia trees to fail to grow and thrive, they will probably focus on trying to remove the nutrients. Understanding that
removing the decomposers will cause the nutrients to disappear from the soil is a more challenging inference. You may
want to invite students who have not yet tried this to think about what they read in Walk in the Woods about what is
important for healthy soil and make the connection to the organisms in the Simulation.

Background

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Getting Help in the Simulatione: Getting Help in the Simulation
You may wish to point out to students that they can select the question-mark icon on the screen if they are having
trouble figuring out what to do. The help prompt will remind students that they can press on anything in the ecosystem
to remove it, but they will not get specific information about what they should remove.

Possible Responses

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
InInvveesstigtigating Sating Soil in the Simulationoil in the Simulation (page 64)

HoHow did yw did you changou change the se the soil?oil?
I removed the decomposers from the ecosystem.

What happened tWhat happened to the so the soil in the ecoil in the ecoossyyssttem as a rem as a reesult osult of yf your changour changees?s?
When there are no decomposers, there are no nutrients in the soil.

What elsWhat else did ye did you noticou notice as a re as a reesult osult of yf your changour changees?s?
The plants became unhealthy.

BBasased on what yed on what you obou obsserervved in the Simulation, what do yed in the Simulation, what do you think cou think could makould make the se the soil diffoil differerent in one pent in one part oart of the rf the rainain
ffororeesst than in another pt than in another part?art?
Some parts of the rain forest might have more decomposers in soil.

EEccoossyyssttem Rem Reessttororationation SimulationSimulation

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e: Students investigate different ways the matter that makes up soil can be different
in the simulated ecosystem. Students should discover that when they remove decomposers from the ecosystem,
nutrients are removed from the soil. Students might notice that plants and other organisms in the ecosystem become
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unhealthy as a result of removing nutrients from the ecosystem, a phenomenon that will be explored in the next lesson.
Students may also remember from Chapter 2 that they can make the soil different by removing water from the soil,
which results in the eventual death of all the organisms in the ecosystem. However, students are more likely to focus on
removing nutrients from the soil, since they have already concluded that the cecropia trees in the project area have
enough water in the soil.
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The class revisits the Simulation in order to observe what decomposers do with
food matter.

Instructional Guide
1. S1. Set the purpoet the purposse fe for ror reevisiting thevisiting the EEccoossyyssttem Rem Reessttororationation Simulation.Simulation.

2. P2. Prroject the Simulation.oject the Simulation. Go to the Student Apps Page. Make sure that the Simulation is set to its default settings so all
the conditions for a healthy ecosystem are in place and that the matter is visible. Let students know that you’d like them
to observe what happens to the body matter of dead plants, animals, and decomposers after the decomposers take it
in. Ask students where they should direct their attention as they observe. [The mushrooms.]

33. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess. Student. Students obs obsserervve matte matter in the Simulation.er in the Simulation. Distribute one digital device to each pair of
students. Have students observe the Simulation long enough to see the decomposer taking in matter from each of the
different organisms at least once. Have students begin by observing silently. Then, after a few moments, call on
students to describe what is happening to the food matter. [A rabbit (or wolf, plant, or mushroom) died. Then the
mushroom took food matter (the body matter of the dead organism) and added it to its own body matter.]

44. Student. Students obs obsserervve enere energy in the Simulation.gy in the Simulation. Let students know that you’d like them to figure out what happens to the
energy in the food matter (the body matter of dead organisms) when it is broken down by decomposers. Allow students
to observe the energy flow between organisms in the Simulation for a few minutes. Remind them to focus on the
decomposers.

1 2 3

4
SIM

Investigating How
Decomposers Get Food
Molecules

Investigating How
Decomposers Get Food
Molecules

10
MIN

Sabemos que los descomponedores, como los hongos, desintegran la materia del cuerpo de las plantas, los
animales y otros descomponedores muertos y que agregan nutrientes al suelo. La materia del cuerpo de estos
organismos muertos se convierte en materia del alimento para los descomponedores. Pero ¿qué hacen los
descomponedores con la materia que desintegran?
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55. Dis. Discuscuss what ss what studenttudents obs obsserervved.ed.

Accept answers from many students. [Decomposers use it to add to their own body matter. They use it to grow. They
release energy for movement and growth.]

66. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst tt twwo ro reevisvised ked keey cy conconcepteptss.. Ask students how you could revise two key concepts to include
decomposers. Read aloud both key concepts from Lessons 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.

Accept students’ responses and then read aloud and post the two revised key concepts.

If needed, remind students that matter is made of molecules.

77. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicvicees and cs and conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Let students know that in the next lesson, they will explore ways in
which nutrients can affect the soil.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: De Support: Drraawing Cwing Conclusions About Mattonclusions About Matter and Eer and Enernergygy
It can be helpful to represent information in a variety of ways during teacher-led discussions. For students who may
benefit from organizing information visually, you can create a table on chart paper. Draw a table with three columns and
three rows under the column headings. Leave the first column heading blank. As the second and third column headings,
write “Matter” and “Energy” and leave some space to add key concepts underneath. Invite students to help you write
out the key concepts in each of the main column headings. In the “Matter” column heading, write “grow by changing
food molecules into body molecules that can build their bodies.” In the “Energy” column heading, write “use some food
molecules to release energy for movement and growth.” Next, fill in the row headings. In the first row under the column
headings, write “Animals.” In the second row, write “Plants.” In the third row, write “Decomposers.” Ask students to help
you compare how animals, plants, and decomposers use food with respect to matter and energy. Providing an

Basándose en lo que observaron, ¿qué piensan ustedes que hacen los descomponedores con la materia que
desintegran?

Los animales y las plantas crecen al transformar moléculas del alimento en moléculas del cuerpo que pueden
desarrollar sus cuerpos.

Los animales y las plantas usan algunas moléculas del alimento para liberar energía para moverse y crecer.

Ahora podemos decir que los animales, las plantas y los descomponedores crecen al transformar moléculas del
alimento en moléculas del cuerpo que pueden desarrollar sus cuerpos.

También podemos decir que los animales, las plantas y los descomponedores usan algunas moléculas del
alimento para liberar energía para moverse y crecer.
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additional way to represent this information can help students visually compare organisms in an ecosystem and can
give students a review of the key concepts they have been discussing. This table can also serve as a visible reminder of
what students have been learning.
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64 Restauración de ecosistemas—Lección 3.3

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Investigar el suelo en la simulación

1. Usa la simulación para investigar por qué la materia que constituye el 
suelo puede ser diferente cuando algo cambia en el ecosistema.

2. Intenta hacer diferentes cambios al suelo. Observa lo que le sucede al 
suelo y a los otros organismos en el ecosistema.

3. Usa los resultados de tu investigación para responder las preguntas siguientes.

¿Cómo cambiaste el suelo?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

¿Qué le sucedió al suelo en el ecosistema como resultado de tus cambios?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

¿Qué más notaste como resultado de tus cambios?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Basándote en lo que observaste en la simulación, ¿qué piensas que podría 
hacer que el suelo en una parte del bosque tropical sea diferente al suelo en 
otra parte?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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